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Abstract 

Arguably one of the most valuable tools for investigating pupil behaviour in an 

educational environment is systematic classroom observation. Classroom observation is often 

cited as having the potential to enable research of the learning process in action. Low inference 

classroom observation instruments are designed to record a sequence of data points consisting 

of successive measurements made over a time interval, making them particularly appropriate 

as measurement tools of the latent learning process. This study aimed to demonstrate that the 

frequently used method of analysing this inherently temporal data proportionally is failing to 

consider variability between individual pupils that is identifiable in the original time series. 

Using a combination of real and simulated data, substantially more unique patterns of behaviour 

were found with time series analyses of the same data than with proportional analyses. It was 

also found that proportional analyses explained very little variability in the time series data of 

the same pupils. Modifying the number of samples and categories in an observation schedule 

did not vastly improve the relationship between proportional and time series analyses. We argue 

that if the methodological focus of classroom observation is on examining differences between 

pupils, then methods that maintain temporal aspects are preferable. 
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Introduction 

 

Classrooms are exceptionally busy places that aim to support the acquisition of 

academic knowledge and skills by a group of pupils. Systematic classroom observation 

developed out of the positivist tradition that assumes coding classroom interactions with a 

systematic approach would enable the prediction of pupil behaviour, a better understanding of 

teacher practice and could ultimately be applied to improve teaching and learning (O’Leary, 

2014; Wragg, 1999). It is now well established that a significant portion of the variance in pupil 

learning is explained at the classroom level (Kane, McCaffrey, Miller & Staiger, 2013; Nye, 

Konstantopoulos & Hedges, 2004), which highlights the importance of observing the classroom 

learning environment (McDonald Connor, 2013). 

Accountability to educational targets makes it essential to answer questions about how 

the interactions between pupils and their teachers, peers and the lesson materials, all contribute 

to an individual’s academic and social development. Systematic ways of understanding, 

specifying and comparing classroom observation systems only emerged recently (Bell, 

Dobbelaer, Klette & Visscher, 2019). This is somewhat surprising, as it is well established that 

classroom observation systems vary substantially and are frequently used to evaluate teachers 

and the curriculum being taught (Hill & Grossman, 2013). Klette and Blikstad-Balas (2018) 

suggest that recent developments in methods for classroom observation, for example, the use 

of video recordings, should be seen as a chance to increase the rigour and coherence of 

classroom observation procedures. To take advantage of these methodological changes, a 

common framework for investigating teaching and learning in the classroom context is vital. 

This framework should make the rationale behind design decisions of observational instruments 

clear. At the very least, researchers and designers of observational instruments should discuss 
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the empirical support for the decisions they make regarding what is being observed and the 

sampling and scoring procedures (Bell et al., 2019). 

Here we aim to contribute to the science of classrooms (Hamre, Pianta, Mashburn & 

Downer, 2007) by considering the way that classroom observation data is both collected and 

analysed. Specifically, we investigate the temporal aspect of interactions in the classroom using 

data obtained with a low inference systematic classroom observation method (based on the 

Child Observation in Preschools, COP; Farran, 2006). 

 

Systematic classroom observation methods 

A predetermined schedule to quantify classroom events or interactions during a set 

period can be used for a wide variety of purposes, such as assessing pupils, the appraisal and 

continual professional development of teachers, curriculum development and evaluation and 

research into teaching and learning (Crowe, Rivers & Bartoli, 2017; Hill & Grossman, 2013; 

O’Leary, 2014; Volpe, DiPerna, Hintze & Shapiro, 2005). All systematic classroom 

observation instruments consist of a schedule that determines what the observer looks for and 

a predetermined sampling method that determines how often and how long the observer records. 

By and large, an observation schedule will be designed to capture four basic elements: teachers, 

pupils, the set-up of a classroom and lesson materials. However, not all schedules include each 

of these basic elements. The vast majority of schedules take the form of a rating scale or a 

category system (Wragg, 1999). The use of rating scales can be described as a high-inference 

approach: The observer rates the range of behavioural markers on a Likert-type scale based on 

his or her perception of classroom events. A category system can be seen as a low-inference 

approach: The observer has to concentrate on the occurrence of discrete pieces of behaviour 

and code these accordingly. For a category system it is essential that the category descriptions 

are unambiguous and easy to assign in a busy context. Although systematic classroom 
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observation instruments are designed to capture behaviour in the complex context of a 

classroom, they are limited in the qualitative nature of the behaviour they can reliably record 

(Croll & Galton, 1986; Frick & Semmel, 1978; Heap, 1982; Hintze, 2005; Muijs, 2006, Rui & 

Feldman, 2012; Scarth & Hammersley, 1986; 1987). Essentially, the important characteristic 

of low inference instruments to minimise the influence of the observer leading to increased 

reliability of the measurements, is gained at the cost of potentially limiting the scope of the 

observation. 

 

Sampling methods 

The integrative framework for comparing observational instruments devised by Bell et 

al. (2019) highlights the importance of scrutinising the sampling methods used when evaluating 

an instrument.  Sampling methods consider the parameters required for a reliable estimate of 

certain behaviours. Specifically, the number of observations, the length of each observation, 

the frequency of observations (or reciprocally, the interval between observations), and the time 

of day or specific lesson phase when the observations are conducted. Wragg (1999) describes 

three different sampling methods that define when and how often a schedule is recorded. Each 

of these sampling methods results in a sequence of data points consisting of successive 

measurements made over a time interval (time series). Approaches to sampling fit into one of 

four types: Unit sampling, static sampling, natural sampling and what we term here logistical 

sampling. 

With unit sampling a particular unit of time is chosen during which the coding schedule 

of behaviour takes place. The Flanders’ Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC; Flanders, 1961) 

is a well-known category system that aims to quantify interactions between teacher and pupils 

and uses unit sampling, thus resulting in a continuous recording of classroom interaction. The 

FIAC schedule comprises 10 categories that describe teacher and pupil verbal behaviour and 
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the procedure involves the coding of teacher-pupil interaction once every three seconds. 

Flanders does not appear to prescribe a set duration of the observation procedure, however 

Wragg (1999) advises to observe for 20 to 30 minutes to prevent the observer from becoming 

fatigued. 

When using static sampling the observer codes the schedule at a regular interval, which 

results in a discontinuous recording often comprising of a larger part of the lesson or day. For 

example, Page (2002) adapted the FIAC by adjusting the sampling method into static sampling 

and coding for three minutes, processing the results for three minutes immediately after and 

then pausing during a three-minute period. Recordings were made during the course of an entire 

school day. Another example of static sampling can be found in the Child Observation for 

Preschools (COP; Farran, 2006). The COP was developed from a socioconstructivist 

perspective for the evaluation of an early childhood curriculum. In this category system each 

child is observed individually to measure interactions with teachers, peers and tasks in the 

classroom during two to three seconds, after which the observer codes a schedule with nine 

categories and then starts observing the next child. The aim is to complete 20 observations per 

child during a daylong visit. The observations are planned around the activities of the children 

and are therefore not inherently continuous in nature. Depending on the planned activities it is 

possible to gather continuous recordings or apply unit sampling on a classroom level, but 

according to the protocol the procedure is discontinuous is nature. The Individualized 

Classroom Assessment Scoring System (inCLASS; Downer et al., 2010) also uses static 

sampling, having a similar aim to the COP but using a rating scale rather than a category system. 

An individual pupil is observed during four 15-minute cycles in which the observer watches for 

10 minutes and then rates the interactions of the observed child during the following five 

minutes. Despite their similarities, the inCLASS and COP differ substantially in the duration 

and frequency of the sampling period, four times 10 minutes versus 20 times two to three 
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seconds. Where an observer using the inCLASS is able to observe four children during a 

morning session, the same observer using the COP is expected to observe each child within the 

classroom during a daylong visit. Similar to the inCLASS, The Classroom Assessment Scoring 

System (CLASS; Hamre et al., 2007) provides an example of a rating scale that uses static 

sampling. The CLASS is probably the most well-known and frequently used observational 

instrument that focuses on interactions between teacher and pupils. The CLASS uses a rating 

scale with a schedule that consists of 10 dimensions with each four or five statements regarding 

classroom organisation, instructional practices and emotional climate. The ratings are made on 

a seven-point scale, ranging from ‘low’ to ‘high’ and it is recommended to record 6 cycles of 

20-minute observations followed by a 10-minute coding pause during a three-hour period. 

Interestingly, the validity of the CLASS Framework has been investigated analysing seven 

different data sets with sampling periods ranging from 30 minutes to an entire school day. For 

the CLASS, there is some evidence that the choice of number of cycles has little impact on the 

results of the observation. Specifically, Hamre et al. found that composite data of classroom 

observations generated after only four cycles of 20-minute observations within the same day 

were highly associated with two-day composites consisting of 15 cycles of 20-minute 

observations in two consecutive days. However, the impact of modifying the duration of the 

observation period to more or less than 20 minutes is unknown. 

In natural sampling the time unit is not predetermined, instead the observer follows the 

instructional elements of the lesson and finds a natural unit (Wragg, 1999). For example, the 

sampling may start with, or end with, the introduction to a topic, the stating and evaluating of 

the aims of a lesson or guiding practice of a new skill. The time unit attempts to capture 

classroom activity during a specific instructional phase of the lesson. The Sheltered Instruction 

Observation Protocol (SIOP; Echevarria, Vogt & Short, 2010; Polat & Cepik, 2016), developed 

to support the language development and academic achievement of English Language Learners 
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in mainstream classes, uses natural sampling. It consists of a four-point rating scale to score 30 

items of teacher instructional behaviour. The protocol is used for observing elements of a 

lesson, which could have varying durations and the observer is present for the whole lesson 

duration. 

In addition to the three sampling methods identified by Wragg (1999), some high 

inference instruments (e.g. EAR Protocol; Early, Rogge & Deci, 2014; FCOM; Waxman et al., 

2016) use a sampling method that can be aptly defined as logistical sampling, since the chosen 

sampling period is based on the feasibility for the observers. For example, Early, Rogge and 

Deci (2014) describe that the choice for a 20-minute sampling period in their Engagement, 

Alignment and Rigor (EAR) protocol is driven by the feasibility of observers being able to 

administer the observations throughout the school year. Multiple observations are 

recommended for the results to be meaningful, however no recommendations are provided on 

how often the observation needs to take place throughout the school year to provide robust 

results. Waxman et al. (2016) describe the use of a high inference walkthrough observation 

method that has a sampling period of 20 minutes, and one rating at the end to capture the quality 

of the instruction and the classroom environment. Waxman et al. note how little is known about 

the impact of the sampling period on the quality of the measurement, highlighting that it is 

unclear whether an alternative sampling period would have led to different results.  

 In summary, both schedules and sampling methods of systematic classroom observation 

instruments that aim to quantify interactions in the classroom vary considerably. To our 

knowledge there is no published discussion of the reasons the FIAC was adapted by Page (2002) 

to static sampling with a different observation duration from the original FIAC, or why a 

sampling period of 20 three-second observations during a daylong visit were chosen for the 

COP (Farran, 2006; 2014). As highlighted by Bell et al. (2019) designers of observation 

instruments generally do not document the rationale behind the fundamental design choices of 
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their sampling method. It is our contention, in line with Bell et al. (2019), that direct 

comparisons and theoretical discussion of very basic principles like the sampling method used 

are important to the development of robust instruments for classroom observation.  In a recent 

review of classroom observation instruments used in the USA that are most widely cited, Crowe 

et al. (2017) mention the sampling method of five of the nine selected instruments reviewed. 

From these five alone it is clear that substantial differences in sampling methods exist between 

the instruments. In an earlier article, Volpe et al. (2005) reviewed seven direct observation 

instruments, which are used to assess the academic engagement of a single pupil in a primary 

education classroom. Consistent with our contention of the importance of considering the 

sampling methods used, Volpe et al. highlight the differences between sampling periods and 

observation duration found in the reviewed instruments. Further, the lack of clarity with regards 

to sampling methods and the potential impact on the representativeness of observed behaviour 

is discussed. Other studies that have highlighted concerns with the reliability of systematic 

classroom observations have suggested observations occur over the span of two to four weeks 

to ensure reliability (e.g., Doll & Elliott, 1994; Hintze & Matthews, 2004). It is worth noting 

that when instruments contain cycles of observations, such as the inCLASS, significant 

variability of scores from cycle to cycle within children has been reported (Vitiello et al., 2012). 

This already hints at the importance of sampling choices to the reliability and validity of 

classroom observation instruments. Although not reviewed here, the content of the coding 

schedules that defines what should be observed and the validity of these schedules has been the 

main focus of research on classroom observation instruments. In contrast, the selection of 

sampling periods and observation duration that are vital to how measures are run, appear to 

have received little research consideration.  

 

Methods of analysis 
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In addition to the choice of sampling period and observation duration, the manner in 

which the recorded observational data is analysed also needs to be considered carefully. 

Although all classroom observation is inherently temporal in nature, the sampling methods of 

unit sampling and static sampling result in a time series of data points as opposed to natural 

sampling and logistical sampling, which provide only one data point at the end of the 

observation. To enable interpretation of data from multiple data-points, observation data is 

typically aggregated in some form; clearly this is an additional step that is unnecessary when 

only one data point is recorded. Here we describe the approach used by some of the most widely 

used low inference classroom observation instruments (category systems). However, it is 

important to note that to our knowledge no published classroom observation instruments have 

deviated from this analysis strategy to any significant extent. Specifically, we have found no 

analyses that go beyond the computation of proportions of time observed for a category of 

behaviour.    

To analyse data from category systems like the Flanders’ Interaction Analysis 

Categories (FIAC; Flanders, 1961) proportions of certain types of teacher talk and pupil talk 

are computed at the group level. Reid (1980) for example, analysed 41 hours of biology lessons 

consisting of 49,338 three-second observations using the FIAC and used a proportional 

analysis, resulting in percentages of specific teacher and pupil behaviour as defined by the 

categories of the FIAC. Page (2002) also used proportions to represent the amount of time spent 

on categories in an adaptation of the FIAC at the level of the classroom. Similarly, studies using 

the Child Observation for Preschools (COP; Farran, 2006) have computed the proportion of 

three-second units of the observed categories to the total number of three-second units across 

observations and aggregated this at the level of the classroom (Nesbitt, Farran & Fuhs, 2015; 

Spivak & Farran, 2016; Fuhs, Farran & Nesbitt, 2013).  
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As exemplified here, the classroom observational data obtained through either the 

method of unit sampling or static sampling are typically being analysed proportionally. The 

temporal aspect (the successive element of the time series) is reduced to proportion of time. 

Furthermore, the instruments that record data for individual pupils typically aggregate the data 

to the level of the classroom. One possibility is that the approach of collapsing across time and 

individuals is a useful data reduction technique that reduces the variability in the data 

minimally. Another possibility is that this data reduction approach affects the variability in the 

data considerably. Assuming a random distribution of time series data, there are over 2.68 x 108 

unique time series possible with a four-category schedule measured for 14 samples (414). These 

orders can be considered as the potential for variability in the data as they are essentially the 

maximum variability possible for any category schedule measured for a specified number of 

categories and samples. When proportional data is computed from samples of the category 

schedule the order of the coded categories becomes irrelevant, and so the potential for 

variability in the data is reduced. In the case of a four-category schedule measured for 14 

samples there are 680 possible combinations of proportional data. The relative increase in 

maximal variability between different numbers of categories as the number of samples 

increases is similar whether proportional or time series data are analysed. However, the absolute 

increases in maximal variability are much greater for time series data (see Figure 1). Essentially 

this means that to match the maximum variability of time series and proportional analyses, a 

much greater number of categories and/or samples are required for proportional data than for 

time series data. However, this analysis assumes that the behaviour coded in observations is 

random and thus the whole range of possible orders and combinations are equally likely. Since 

the premise of classroom observations is that behaviour in the classroom is not in fact random, 

the actual difference in variability between proportional and time series data may be much less 

than shown in Figure 1. 
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Our aim here is to investigate the impact of the data reduction approach of generating 

proportions upon the measurement of observed behaviour in the classroom, and in doing so, 

propose potential alternative methods for the analysis of classroom observation data. The 

usefulness of observation tools in examining classroom interactions may be limited by the 

current data reduction approach, but clear comparisons between analysis approaches are needed 

before we can establish this to be the case, and thus make the best future choices in the way 

observational instruments are designed. 

We contend that proportional analyses of categorical data computed from time series 

data are failing to consider variability between individual pupils that would be identified in the 

original time series data. If this is the case, we would expect increased variability in the time 

series data compared to the proportional data. Since time acts as an organisational principle the 

reduction of data to proportions removes the sequential structure time affords and thus times 

series and proportional data will not be strongly related to each other. It also follows that given 

a large enough sample size, individuals who have very similar proportional data, but 

substantially different time series data, should be identifiable. Finally, if the lack of relationship 

between proportional and time series data is a consequence of the reduced organising principle 

of time in the proportional representations, then increasing the number of samples or categories 

in the coding schedule will not enhance the relationship between the proportional and time 

series representations of the same data. We therefore hypothesised that:  

(1) The transformation of observed pupil behaviour into proportions will show less 

variability than the original time series data of the same behaviour. 

(2) The differences between the observed behaviour of individual pupils, transformed 

as proportions, will explain relatively little variance in the differences between the 

observed behaviour of the same individual pupils’ original time series data. 

(3) Pupils found to have matching proportional data will have substantially different 
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time series data. 

(4) Increasing the number of samples or categories used in the observation instrument 

will not substantially close the gap between the amount of individual variability 

explained by the transformed proportional and time series data. 

 

Materials and methods 

 

Empirical time series observation data 

Time series observation data were analysed from a previous study of classroom 

behaviour of 46 typically developing children aged between 6 and 7 years old from seven 

different primary school classes (the authors, in revision). In this study two observers conducted 

the classroom observations. To establish reliability the two observers discussed the purposes 

and procedures of the observation to the point where there was a high level of agreement on the 

recording of observed behaviour before the period of data collection commenced, as suggested 

by Wragg (1999). 

Observations were conducted in line with the protocol for Child Observation in 

Preschools (COP; Farran, 2006; 2014). The COP was designed to enable static sampling of the 

behaviour of all pupils in a preschool classroom over a daylong period that spans a number of 

classroom activities. Each child is observed individually up to 20 times to measure interactions 

with teachers, peers and tasks in the classroom. The authors (in revision) maintained the aim of 

collecting around 20 samples per pupil when observing subgroups of pupils in different 

classrooms. The schedule of the COP originally comprises of nine categories that are recorded 

by entering specific codes, ranging from 4 to 12 specific coding options for each category. Only 

six categories of the original schedule were used by the authors (in revision). A digital 

application of the adjusted schedule was designed by the authors, which enabled digital tracking 
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of the behaviour of a pupil in the context of the classroom without losing momentum due to 

writing observational notes. The adjusted schedule was administered via computerised 

presentation to ensure accurate timings of the recording. Each individual pupil was coded on 

all categories over repeated 30-second time intervals. At the start of an observation a single 

screen appeared for the duration of 30 seconds in which the observer coded the behaviour of 

one pupil. After 30 seconds the screen was automatically set up for the next pupil and this 

continued for the duration the observer was observing in the classroom. Although the sample 

of observed activity only spanned two to three seconds, the observer was able to amend the 

recorded observation for 60 seconds after the start of the observation interval. 

For the purposes of this study, only one category was selected for analysis. The category 

regarded verbal pupil behaviour and the coding options were: ‘talking to teacher and/or peers’, 

‘listening to teacher and/or peers’, ‘no verbal behaviour’ and ‘no category’. ‘No category’ 

meant that the pupil at the time of sampling was not in sight of the observer or had left the 

classroom briefly, in which case the observer was not able to code any of the other options. 

Observational data were available for 14 to 22 samples per pupil depending on the class 

in which the observation took place. The number of pupils observed varied from class to class 

thus the sampling interval (the time between each individual observation) of the category 

schedule differed between classes. The period during which the three-second samples were 

recorded varied from 16 minutes (in a class with only two pupils) to 196 minutes (in a class 

with 13 pupils). To prevent biasing any simulations based on differences in the number of 

samples present for each pupil, the largest number of sampling points available for all pupils 

was selected (14 sampling points). To examine the similarity between individuals within the 

same class (rather than across classes) the number of sampling points for the respective classes 

were used. 
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Time series data model 

To enable simulation of the relationship between proportional and time series data a 

basic model of time series data was constructed. The model was generated based on empirical 

category data of verbal pupil behaviour described in section 4.1. This data contained four 

specific coding options from 46 pupils observed for 14 three-second samples.   

First, the frequency distribution of pupils coded with each option was generated for each 

three-second sample. Second, the generation of the time series data was accomplished by 

random selection of the specific coding option from a distribution of coding options matching 

the mean frequency of pupils coded with each option across all three-second samples in the real 

data (see Figure 2a). For all simulations, data for 46 pupils were generated and then replicated 

10,000 times. This is equivalent to an α-level of 0.0001 or 0.01% chance of a type 1 error. This 

enabled the generation of mean values and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for each 

simulation (each set of 10,000 replications). For the purpose of simulating results with different 

numbers of observational categories, the mean distribution across samples for each specific 

coding option was extrapolated from the mean distribution of the real data with four specific 

coding options. This was done with the aim of minimising bias from distributional differences 

between simulations with different numbers of coding options (see Figure 2b). In addition to 

drawing inferences from a model based on the underlying mean distribution found in the real 

data, all possible distributions of a four-category coding schedule were modelled to ascertain 

the limits of individual variance in time series data that could be explained by the proportional 

data.  

 

Analysis and results 

  

Individual pupil variability in proportions and time series data  
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To test the hypothesis that the transformation of observed pupil behaviour into 

proportions will show less variability than the original time series data of the same behaviour, 

we quantified the variability of proportional and time series data in the same pupils. The 

variability of the proportional and time series data was computed as the number of unique 

proportional combinations or uniquely ordered category-option samples for the proportional 

and time series data respectively. Using the 14 samples of real observation data available across 

classes, 100% of pupils had a unique pattern of time series data based on 46/46 possible unique 

combinations. In contrast, once transformed into proportions, only 67.39% of the same pupils 

had a unique pattern of data (based on 31/46 possible unique orders). Using the simple time 

series data model, the variability was simulated for the same 46 pupils over 10,000 replications 

maintaining the number of coding options (4) and samples (14) from the real data. Non-unique 

time series data was attained in only four replications. Specifically, only one simulated pupil 

had the same pattern of time series data as another pupil in four of the 10,000 replications (mean 

= 99.9̇% of simulated pupils having a unique time series; 95% CI = 99.9̇ – 100%). In contrast, 

once transformed into proportions, unique patterns were found for between 52.17% and 91.30% 

of the same 46 simulated pupils across the 10,000 simulations (mean = 73.54% of simulated 

pupils having a unique pattern of proportional data; 95% CI = 73.44 – 73.65).     

To test the hypothesis that differences between the observed behaviour of individual 

pupils transformed as proportions will explain relatively little variance in the differences 

between the observed behaviour of the same individual pupils’ original time series data, we 

examined the relationship between individual pupil variability of category-option proportions 

and individual pupil variability in time series data. To directly quantify the relationship between 

the proportional and time-series data recorded for each pupil the sum of the absolute differences 

in proportions and the sum of the absolute differences in time series samples were computed 

for each possible pupil pairing in accordance with the binomial coefficient (46
2

). This resulted 
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in 1035 difference scores separately representing the variability in the proportional data 

between individual pupils and time series data between individual pupils. A weak association 

between the variability in proportional data and variability in time series data was found 

(Pearson’s r = 0.22; 95% CI = 0.17 to 0.28). Essentially, one format of data representation was 

found to account for between 3% and 8% of variability in the other. 

 

Similarity of individual pupil proportions and individual pupil time series data 

To test the hypothesis that reducing the data to proportions masks quantifiable 

differences in the time series of the same pupils, all pupils with matched or highly similar 

proportional data (≤ 1 proportional step difference, i.e. a difference no greater than (
1

𝑛
), where 

n is the number of samples in a time series) within the same observed classroom were identified 

and their time series data compared. Three clusters of pupils were found that have the same 

pattern of proportions (see Figure 3a-c) and two clusters of pupils were found that have a very 

similar pattern, differing by only one proportional step (6.67% Figure 3d, and 7.14% Figure 

3e). The clusters were found in five out of the seven classrooms. For the purposes of computing 

the differences between time series data the schedule category-options in the real data were 

interpreted as a linear scale (no category = 0, no verbal behaviour = 1; listening to teacher and/or 

peer/s = 2; talking to teacher and/or peer/s = 3). The sum of the absolute differences for each 

pair of participants (three pairings for the three pupil cluster) were then computed as a 

percentage of the maximum possible difference of the pupil pairing in the time series data. 

Essentially, the maximum difference between the time series data of a pair of pupils (100%) 

would be attained if each sample of one pupil was category 0 and each sample of the other pupil 

was category 3. This was never the case in the real data. However, differences in time series 

ranged from 13 – 38% across all clusters (see Table 1). 
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Influence of the number of samples and categories on variability explained by proportional 

and time series data 

To examine the hypothesis that increasing the number of samples or categories used in 

the observation instrument will not substantially close the gap between the amount of individual 

variability explained by the transformed proportional and time series data, we modelled the 

impact of modifying the number of samples and categories interactively on: (1) the percentage 

of pupils with a unique pattern of behaviour in proportions; and (2) the size of the association 

between variability in proportional data and variability in time series data. The impact of the 

number of samples and number of categories on the percentage of pupils with a unique 

proportional profile of behaviour was simulated for 2-8 categories with 2-50 samples (the 

results for 2, 4 and 8 categories are shown in Figure 4a). Unsurprisingly, when two categories 

are used, increasing the samples from 20 to 50 had very little impact on the small percentage 

of pupils with a unique profile of proportions (15% to 18%, respectively). In contrast, when 

eight categories were modelled for 46 pupils, 99% of pupils had a unique profile of proportions 

when 10 or more observations (samples) were made. When four categories were modelled the 

number of pupils with a unique profile of proportions increased very little between 30 samples 

(90%) and 50 samples, where it reached 92%. 

The association between the variability in proportional data and variability in time series 

data were examined for 2-8 categories with 2-50 samples (the results for 2, 4 and 8 categories 

are shown in Figure 4b). The largest association between proportional and time series data was 

demonstrated for the smallest number of categories and smallest number of samples. The 

association between proportional and time series data decreased rapidly as the number of 

samples increased. Proportions computed from the time series explained less than 10% of 

variability in the original time series after 10 samples for a two-category schedule (mean = 

9.8%, 95% CI = 9.63 – 9.91), after 5 samples for a four-category system (mean = 9.5%, 95% 
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CI = 9.37 – 9.55) and after only 3 samples for an eight-category schedule (mean = 9.6%, 95% 

CI = 9.52 – 9.69). 

Analysis of the extrapolation of categories and samples conducted above was directly 

dependent on the underlying distribution of classroom behaviour in the real data. However, all 

theoretical distributions possible in a four-category system with 14 samples in steps of 5% were 

also considered. The results for four distributions of a four-category schedule representing the 

maximum association, minimum association and two in between, are reported in Table 2. The 

highest correlation between proportional and time series data are for a distribution with 

maximum skew towards a single category (i.e. where 10,000 replications were randomly 

selected from a distribution in which the mean proportion of classroom behaviour observed was 

5% in each of 3 categories and 85% in the remaining category). In this case individual 

variability of proportional data explained between 11-12% (95% CI) of the individual 

variability in the time series data of the same pupils.  

 

Discussion 

 

The vast majority of low inference classroom observations result in a sequence of data 

points consisting of successive measurements made over a time interval and are therefore 

inherently temporal in nature. Time series data are typically being analysed proportionally, 

reducing the temporal aspect. Furthermore, recorded data for individual pupils are typically 

aggregated to the level of the classroom, especially when assessing the effectiveness of the 

learning experiences in a classroom (e.g. Page, 2002; Spivak & Farran, 2016). One concern 

about the approach of data aggregation at the classroom level is that it fails to consider 

differences in the learning experiences of individual pupils taking place during the same period, 

in the same classroom (McDonald Connor, 2013). In the analyses presented here we 
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demonstrate that if the focus of the classroom observation is on examining differences between 

pupils or the differences between their experiences with specific teaching strategies or learning 

materials, then proportional analyses drastically minimize the potential for identifying these 

differences. 

  

Individual pupil variability in time series data and proportions  

 The transformation of time series data of observed behaviour into proportions of time is 

conducted with the express aim of reducing data into an easily interpretable form. In the process 

of doing this, it is appreciated that some of the variability present in the data will be lost. 

However, here we hypothesised that the transformation of observed pupil behaviour into 

proportions, will not only show less variability than the original time series observations of the 

same behaviour, but that the individual variability explained by proportional data in time series 

data will be relatively small. Consistent with this hypothesis we demonstrated that the reduction 

in individual variability resulting from the transformation from time series to proportions is 

very large. Our results suggest that in a typical class of 20 to 25 pupils around five or six pupils 

will have the same proportional data (26%), despite all having differences in their time series 

data. However, all analyses conducted here, including the modeled data, examined a relatively 

large sample size (N=46) compared to a typical class size. By aggregating the data from seven 

classrooms into one sample and creating a distribution from this sample, it is potentially 

different from what would have been observed for a single class ultimately overestimating the 

degree of uniqueness in both proportional and time series data. Potentially, more overlap and 

thus less measured differences would be found in the time series data of pupils from the same 

class. Importantly, the modelling approach used here demonstrated that the differences in 

variability between time series and proportions are not as large as they could have been. If 

behaviour was drawn randomly from every possible unique profile of time series data, i.e. with 
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no underlying distribution to the behaviour of the pupils in the classroom, much greater 

differences would have been observed. The variability shared between the original time series 

and transformed proportional data was small. From these results it is not possible to conclude 

to what extent the unique variability is meaningful in explaining the behavioural differences 

between pupils or their experiences in the classroom. However, failure to empirically examine 

the extent to which the relatively large amount of lost variability is meaningful, would be 

unadvisable. When using an observational instrument, researchers should consider carefully if 

quantifying individual differences are of significance to answering the research question posed. 

If they are, then careful consideration should be given to the sampling method used. When 

designing or choosing an observation instrument, a framework should be used which ensures 

appropriate fundamental information like the sampling parameters are identified (see Bell et 

al., 2019). 

  

Similarity of individual pupil proportions and individual pupil time series data 

To test the hypothesis that pupils with matching or near-matching proportional data 

would have substantially different time series data, pupils were selected from the real data. 

Consistent with this hypothesis, the pupils with matching or near-matching proportions of 

verbal behaviour were identified with different time series data (13 – 38%). However, this 

quantification of differences in time series is not without its limitations. Firstly, the differences 

found here are conforming the data to a linear scale, which may magnify the differences 

between pupils in both proportional and time series data. Second, the pupil clusters were found 

within five different classes, each with a different sampling period, both of which could 

potentially magnify the differences between pupils in proportional and time series data. 

Ultimately the quantification of the differences between pupils does not make it any easier to 

ascertain how meaningful these differences are. The significance of the differences between 
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individual pupils is likely to depend very much of the observation schedule, and will be most 

useful when the goal of an instrument is to measure differences between pupils in the classroom 

rather than differences between classrooms of pupils. 

As Klette and Blikstad-Balas (2018) point out, observational methods have the tendency 

to be overly reductionist while also overly magnifying specific aspects of the behaviour at the 

same time. Here we show that this unavoidable relationship is bolstered somewhat by the lack 

of clarity around the choice of sampling parameters in observational instruments. It is clear that 

designers and researchers of observational instruments should make decisions around the 

analysis techniques for their data (time series or proportions) based on whether their research 

questions are concerned with individual variability in the classroom or variability aggregated 

at the level of the classroom. 

Classroom observations are inherently temporal in nature to accommodate the temporal 

nature of teaching and learning. The interactions between the demonstrations of a teacher 

during the introduction of the lesson, the responses of pupils, the feedback provided, followed 

by independent practice and the evaluation of the lesson are all interconnected and have a 

temporal order that is far from random. Being able to capture and analyse the interactions in 

sequence, could shed a light on subtle but meaningful individual differences between the 

learning experiences of the pupils. For example, being able to capture differences in interactions 

between teacher and pupils at different stages of the lesson could provide insights into the 

differences in the learning experiences that would have been masked by the transformation of 

time series to proportions.  

 

Influence of the number of samples and categories on variability explained by proportional 

and time series data 

Here we show that increasing the number of samples or categories used in a low 
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inference observation instrument will not substantially close the gap between the amount of 

individual variability explained by the transformed proportional and time series data. 

Unsurprisingly, the simulation did show that increasing the number of categories had a large 

impact on the number of pupils with a unique profile of proportions. However, increasing the 

number of categories only had a large impact when the samples were low. In contrast to these 

results, increasing the number of categories and samples worsened the relationship in 

explaining variance in the time series data. Thus, our data suggest that using systems with a 

relatively high number of categories (e.g. FIAC with 10 categories; Flanders, 1961) will enable 

the recording of more unique pupil behaviour in terms of their proportional data, than systems 

with a lower number of categories. However, the recordings from these relatively high number 

category systems will explain less variability in the underlying temporal nature of the 

classroom, than those with a lower number of categories (e.g. FIAC; Page, 2002).  

The results of this study provide useful information with regards to the design of an 

observation schedule and the chosen sampling method. It suggests that, when the only aim is to 

detect differences between individual pupils, specifying a schedule with more categories will 

enable this. When the aim of the observation includes the examination of differences between 

pupils tied to the interactions happening over time then the unique aspects of time series data 

should be considered. The attempt of capturing learning experiences at the classroom level, and 

reducing content using aggregation and proportional analyses, will potentially result in 

capturing an ‘average’ learning experience. This concept is of special consideration to 

classroom observation being used to assess the level of inclusion or differentiation provided 

within a classroom (e.g. the learning opportunities created for all pupils with additional needs; 

McDonald Connor, 2013). 

 

Alternative methods of analysis for times series data 
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Knowing that proportional analyses of time series data are failing to consider variability 

between individual pupils is of little consequence unless alternative methods of analysis 

appropriate for categorical time series data are available. Although the time series of categorical 

data is more difficult to analyse compared to proportional data, some potentially appropriate 

methods are available. For example, discrete data that essentially falls on a continuum can 

easily be converted into frequency components. Exploring the possibilities of frequency 

analysis as a method to analyse classroom observations would be useful. It would change the 

question from ‘how much time does a pupil spend showing a specific behaviour?’ to ‘how often 

does a pupil change between specific behaviours?’. This could potentially be a suitable 

approach for measuring frequently used categories linked to attention such as on- and off-task 

behaviour (Lewis, Scott, Wehby & Wills, 2014). Developing this analysis in accordance with 

the sampling methods will be essential, as adequate sampling intervals would be required to 

identify the periodic characteristics of classroom interactions. These may occur relatively 

rapidly (over minutes) or relatively slowly (over hours). In the present study we quantified the 

differences between the time series data of pupils by interpreting the category-options in the 

real data as occurring on a linear scale of magnitude of verbal behaviour. This resulted in neither 

talking nor listening (1) being more different from talking (3) than it is from listening (2). 

However, not all observation schedules have categories which can be as readily interpreted as 

a linear scale. One consideration from the results presented here is that future observation 

instruments, when possible, incorporate schedules with a linear scale. This not only enables 

quantification of the selected category of observed behaviour, but also enables frequency 

analysis of the time series data. 

Another potentially useful approach is to examine serial dependence through sequential 

analysis. For example, this method can determine whether one behaviour from one pupil is 

responsible for the behaviour of another pupil. Essentially it would change the question from 
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‘how much time does a pupil spend showing a specific behaviour?’ to ‘does this specific 

behavior elicit another specific behavior?’. Sequential analysis has previously been used to 

capture the triggers for disruptive behaviour (e.g. Symons, Hoch, Dahl, & McComas, 2003). 

Sequential analysis requires that observation schedules be designed around the specific 

observation of behaviours that are hypothesized to be connected in time and that can be 

monitored over multiple discrete observations. 

Although both sequential and frequency analyses will also reduce the variability from 

the original time series data they do this while maintaining temporal aspects of the data; either 

the temporal relations between behaviours (sequential analysis) or extracting the time course of 

behaviours (frequency analysis).   
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Tables 

 

Table 1 – Sum of absolute differences as a percentage of the maximum absolute difference for 

each cluster and pupil pairing in Figure 3. 

 

Cluster Pair Time Series Difference (%) 

a 1,2 38 

b 1,2 22 

b 1,3 13 

b 2,3 22 

c 1,2 36 

d 1,2 13 

e 1,2 17 
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Table 2 – Correlations of proportional and time series data based on the simulation of four 

different categories randomly selected from a population of four distinct distributions of the 

categories.  

 

Distribution Pearson Correlation 

Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Category 4 r 95% CI 

0.05 0.05 0.05 0.85 0.34 0.336-0.340 

0.05 0.05 0.45 0.45 0.19 0.190-0.193 

0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.14 0.138-0.140 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.12 0.119-0.121 

 

Note. CI = 95% confidence interval  
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1 – Maximum variability (number of possible unique data patterns) of 2, 4 and 8 

categories for 2-14 sample observations. Solid lines depict proportional data and dashed lines 

depict time series data. The y-axis is logarithmically scaled. 

 

Figure 2 – (a) Frequency of pupils coded in each category for the real data (46 pupils, left panel) 

and example simulated data (46 simulated pupils, right panel). (b) Sampling distributions for 

simulations with different numbers of categories. Distributions were extrapolated from the real 

data with four categories, thus the four-category distribution matches the mean frequency for 

the real data shown in panel a. 

 

Figure 3 – Time series (right panel) and proportional data (left panel) from selected clusters of 

pupils (a-e). Pupils in each cluster were selected from observation in the same class having ≤ 1 

proportional step difference. 

 

Figure 4 – (a) Percentage of simulated pupils with unique proportional data when 2, 4 or 8 

categories are used and when 2 to 50 samples are observed. Lines depict mean percentage of 

unique proportions for simulated pupils. (b) Percentage variance explained by proportional data 

in time series data. Lines depict mean association between simulated time series and 

proportional data when 2, 4 or 8 categories are used and when 2 to 50 samples are observed. 
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